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About the Institution:

Velammal Engineering College (VEC) is chaired by Dr. M. V. Muthuramalingam, a professional Engineer and a proven personality with hands on experience in imparting perfect education through 23 educational institutions belonging to Velammal Educational Trust which was established in 1986. VEC is approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) and is affiliated to Anna University, Chennai. It is an ISO 9001:2008 certified institution and is also accredited by the National Bureau of Accreditation (NBA). The institution is also accredited with an ‘A’ grade by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC). VEC is one among the top three self-financing Engineering institutions, among all the colleges affiliated to Anna University, Chennai.

Velammal Engineering College is recognized as a Nodal Centre under TIFAC - CORE, DST, New Delhi and MoUs have been signed with reputed organizations in India and abroad. Presently, VEC offers 9 Under Graduate programs and 7 Post Graduate programs in various branches of Engineering and Technology.

About the Department:

The Department of Mechanical Engineering exists since 1999 -2000. It is concerned with all aspects of modern technology and is one of the most performing departments of Velammal Engineering College. We have 27 faculty members on roll who are well qualified and experienced. Among these, 6 faculty members are doctorates from reputed universities and 9 faculty members are pursuing their doctorate programs in premiere institutions. Our faculty members are actively involved in executing R&D and consulting projects for many reputed industries involving students through their Project works. The department is accredited by the National Board of Accreditation (NBA), AICTE for two years. It is fully equipped with the state-of-the -art laboratories and is a nodal centre for research under Anna University, Chennai. The department offers a postgraduate programme in Internal Combustion Engineering since 2006.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
VELAMMAL ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Ambattur-Redhills Road,
Chennai-600 066.

DRDO Sponsored National level workshop on
Engine Emission and its Control Technologies (EECT-2013)
16th AUGUST 2013

Coordinator
Dr.R.Rajavel
Professor& Head

Co-Coordinators
Mr.D.Gopinath
Assistant Professor
&
Mr. M. Karthikeyan
Assistant Professor

Organized by
About the Workshop:

Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) has been considered as the heart of the industry for a long time. The usage of vehicles becomes more, which results in increase in level of Green House emissions. Research, design and manufacturing always have received the most attention from the specialists and researchers in this field to reduce emissions level from an engine. There are several advancements have been achieved in the area of IC engine emission control area. This workshop provides a unique forum for engineers and research scholars from academic/research laboratories/institutions/ industries from India to meet and exchange technical information on new developments in the field of I.C. Engines emissions and control.

Scope of the Workshop:

The workshop is intended to explore the advancements and challenging attributes in Engine pollution and monitoring. The workshop will highlight ongoing research around the world and R&D possibilities in today’s IC engine emission control technologies. It will also disseminate the key areas in which scope for research and development opportunities exist in the field of Emission control technologies that will drives the world to a new era.

“Local innovation and initiative can help us better understand how to protect our environment”

-Gale Norton

Resource persons from esteemed organizations:

* **Dr. G. NAGARAJAN**  
  Professor  
  IC Engines Division  
  Anna University  
  Chennai

* **Dr. J. M. MALLIKARJUNA**  
  Professor  
  IC Engines Division  
  IIT Madras  
  Chennai

* **Ms. KEERTHI D SOUZA**  
  SFO Consultant  
  N & N Centre for Technology Service  
  Chennai

Workshop fees:

- Delegates from Academic Institutions, R&D organizations and Industries: Rs. 250/
- Students & Research Scholars: Rs. 200/

* DD should be drawn in favour of “The Principal, Velammal Engineering College”, Payable at Chennai

* Last date for registration **12th August 2013**

For Registrations-Contact:

**COORDINATOR, EECT-2013**  
Department of Mechanical Engineering,  
Velammal Engineering College,  
Ambattur-Redhills Road, Chennai-600 066.  
[www.velammal.edu.in](http://www.velammal.edu.in)  
Phone-044 39666022, 9894037569  
E.Mail: eect2013@yahoo.com

Organizing Committee

Chief Patron:

Dr. M. V. Muthuramalingam  
Chairman, VEC

Patrons:

Thiru. M.V. M.Velmurugan, CEO, VEC  
Dr. N. Durai Pandiyan, Principal, VEC  
Dr. C. R. Muthu Krishnan, Advisor, VEC  
Dr. D. Paul Roudriguez, Dean (R&D), VEC

Coordinator:

Dr. R. Rajavel  
Professor & Head, Mechanical Engineering

Co-Coordinators:

Mr. D. Gopinath  
Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering  
Mr. M. Karthikeyan  
Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering